Hey,
Here’s your reminder for that thing we talked about earlier.
At the important prospective investor meeting next week, the following is VERY, VERY
important to remember in order for my presentation to go perfectly.
There will be five special guests, representatives from: Anamnesis, unBlock,
CogniSense, Diary, and Ephememory.
Here are my notes for you:
1. The representative from CogniSense, Chris Jones, had an affair with the
husband of the representative from Anamnesis; they CANNOT sit next to one
another.
2. The two guests from Diary and Ephememory are quite fond of each other. Since
the rep from Diary is left-handed and the rep from Ephememory is right-handed,
put the rep from Diary to the left of the rep from Ephememory.
3. Because my contact from unBlock has a very sensitive nose, he should not be
seated next to the reps from either CogniSense or Diary.
4. Also, Jones is a bit of a miserable person; as such, the rep from Ephememory
refuses to next to Chris. Similarly, our guest from unBlock feels that way toward
our guest from Ephememory and requires there to be AT LEAST one seat in
between them.
5. Finally, I will be at the head of the table, of course—across from our guest from
Ephememory, with my good buddy Jones on my right.
In case you forgot what this is about, I need you to please, PLEASE get back to me as
soon as you can (LIKE NOW, BEFORE YOU GO ON YOUR NEXT BREAK) with a
seating chart for the fancy new oval conference room table with the six comfy chairs!
In case you’ve forgotten which table I’m referring to, it’s the one that I accused you of
losing after someone else signed for it last week. Thank you for coming forward and
admitting you were to blame (uh-gain) for this most recent ‘brain fart’ of yours! As
usual, you’re on thin ice—your absentmindedness lately is really getting on my nerves;
fortunately, I’m a very important and benevolent guy. (You’re welcome.)
Don’t F this up.
Seriously,
Professor

(Scroll down to see answer key)

ANSWER: Starting with the professor and going clockwise,
they are seated in the following order:
Professor, unBlock, Anamnesis, Ephememory, Diary, CogniSense
(We could have it spell something out with the first initials. I chose to use alphabeticalbased names with meanings with references to memory.
Inspired by puzzle from:
https://www.braingle.com/brainteasers/teaser.php?op=2&id=20962&comm=0

